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Abstract: Understanding the near boundary acoustic oscillation of microbubbles is critical for the effective design of 

ultrasonic biomedical devices and surface cleaning technologies. Accordingly, this study investigates the 

three-dimensional microbubble oscillation between two curved rigid plates experiencing a planar acoustic field using 

boundary integral method (BIM). The numerical model is validated via comparison with the nonlinear oscillation of the 

bubble governed by the modified Rayleigh-Plesset equation and with the axisymmetric model for an acoustic 

microbubble in infinite fluid domain. Then, the influence of the wave direction and horizontal standoff distance (h) on 

the bubble dynamics (including jet velocity, jet direction, centroid movement, total energy, and Kelvin impulse) is 

evaluated. It was concluded that the jet velocity, the maximum radius and the total energy of the bubble are not 

significantly influenced by the wave direction, while the jet direction and the high-pressure region depend strongly on 

it. More importantly, it was found that the jet velocity and the high-pressure region around the jet in acoustic bubble are 

drastically larger than their counterparts in the gas bubble. 
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Introduction  

Cavitation is a complicated phenomenon that is yet to be fully understood. It occurs as a result of 

numerous technical and natural processes driven by the rapid changes in liquid flow conditions. Cavitation 

can happen in situations as simple as fluid flow through a valve or as a result of sudden increase in velocity 

of a ship propeller. This phenomenon is mostly regarded as an undesirable phenomenon as it results in 

efficiency loss causing vibration, noise, erosion, structure damage, reduced performance and accelerated 

degradation of machine components[1-3]. However, controlled creation of cavitation has several useful 

applications including groundwater purification, biomedical treatments such as the disintegration of kidney 

stones or elimination of microorganisms, and chemical processes such as sonochemistry and 

sonoluminescence[4, 5]. 

Unlike hydrodynamic cavitation, acoustic cavitation is produced by ultrasound generators where a 
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pre-existing tiny but stable bubble in a liquid is activated by ambient pressure variation through an acoustic 

wave that is applied to the liquid. If the wavelength is much larger than the bubble radius and the amplitude 

of the acoustic pressure is large enough, the bubble starts to grow and then eventually collapses. A shock 

wave is generated during rebounding followed by the violent collapse and if the bubble collapses nearby a 

solid/elastic boundary, a high speed liquid micro jet of O(100 m/s) is generated, which is directed towards 

the boundary. This interaction results in effects such as erosion destruction, ultrasonic imaging, micro 

deformation and surface cleaning[6-7]. In addition to these effects on the surface of the material, it also 

promotes chemical reaction in the liquid that is favorable for wastewater treatment referred to as sonolysis of 

water[8]. 

Recent developments in cavitation bubbles have heightened the interest in various medical applications. 

In medicine, shock wave lithotripsy is a crucial technique in kidney stone destruction, which is based on the 

collapsing bubble shock wave propagation[9-12]. Due to the violent oscillation of cavitation microbubbles near 

a kidney stone, under the lithotripter shock wave, a liquid jet forms that destroys the surface of the kidney 

stone. In reality, cavitation often occurs as a group of neighboring bubbles rather than in isolation, which 

offers complex but interesting effects such as bubble-bubble and bubble-particle interactions in addition to 

bubble splitting and coalesce. As a result, the full characteristics of cavitation and even the dynamics of an 

isolated bubble nearby simple boundaries are yet to be fully understood. 

Many experimental researches have used high-speed photography to capture detailed single or several 

bubble motions generated by laser beam, electrical spark or high-intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU) 

particularly for bubble with radius in O(1-10 mm)[13-18]. The mechanism details concerning the high-speed 

liquid jet penetration and shock wave emissions are very limited due to the small time scale and the existence 

of disturbances around the bubble. Accordingly, computational modeling is widely considered as the best 

practice to investigate the dynamics of a microbubble. Although few studies have reported the use of finite 

element method (FEM) and finite volume method (FVM) to model the bubble dynamics in axisymmetric 3D 

configuration[19-25], the literature is scarce when it comes to non-axisymmetric 3D models for predicting the 

bubble behavior due to the high computational cost. In addition, recently, particle based methods such as 

lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) and smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) method have been widely 

used in the simulation of both single phase and multiphase flow problems (see, e.g., [26, 27]). However, 

there are only a few researches that have used these methods in 2D or axisymmetric configuration to 

simulate bubble dynamics (see, e.g., [6, 28]). 

The last four decades has, therefore, seen the use of boundary integral method (BIM) for modeling the 

non-spherical single and multi-bubble dynamics near structures, particles, and/or free surface in both 2D and 

3D configurations[3, 5, 29-36]. BIM method is based on the potential flow theory and the fluid domain equations 

are expressed in terms of boundary integral equations (BIE). The main advantage of the BIM over the 

domain approaches such as FEM, FVM, LBM, SPH, etc. is the reduction of the problem’s dimension by one 

and consequently reduction of the resultant algebraic equations and CPU time. The numerical investigations 

using this technique were mainly focused on initially spherical bubble(s) with high-pressure gas inside. In 

such cases, the bubble starts expanding rapidly and after reaching its maximum size, the collapse phase starts 

violently. If the motion occurs nearby a boundary the bubble might become non-spherical due to pressure 

fluctuations around the surface. This results in a high-speed liquid jet being developed along the side of the 

bubble surface travelling towards the opposite side. If the nearby boundary is rigid, the jet is directed towards 

the boundary and the surface loadings are often of the order of the water hummer pressure leading to surface 

damage[37]. 

Recently, several researchers have incorporated ultrasonic wave propagation in the bubble analysis 

using BIM models. In axisymmetric configuration, Calvisi et al.[38] studied the bubble dynamics near a rigid 

wall subjected to a lithotripter shock wave. The interaction between a single bubble and a tissue layer was 

investigated by Curtiss et al.[39]. Wang et al.[40, 41] performed parametric studies on non-spherical collapse of 



 

 

 

non-encapsulated and thin-shell encapsulated microbubbles near a rigid wall subject to a high intensity 

acoustic wave with different directions. In addition, some researches[30, 42, 43] added viscous effects to the 

model by developing viscous correction theory. The present study follows the approach of Aziz et al.[34] to 

model the collapse of an acoustic microbubble between two curved rigid plates subjected to a high intensity 

ultrasonic wave moving in different directions. The results are compared to the dynamics of a gas bubble. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Mathematical and physical model based on the potential 

flow theory including bubble energy equations are illustrated in section 1. Section 2 provides a brief 

description of the numerical procedure. In section 3, the result associated with the microbubble oscillation in 

an infinite fluid domain is validated with the result obtained from the modified Rayleigh-Plesset equation 

(MRPE) as well as the axisymmetric result. Results and discussions are presented in section 4 where the 

effects of different parameters (including the wave direction and amplitude, and the curvature of the plates) 

on the acoustic bubble dynamics are investigated. In addition, in this section a comparison is made between 

the dynamics of the gas and acoustic bubbles when oscillating between two curved plates. Finally, summary 

and concluding remarks are given in section 5. 

 

1. Mathematical and physical model 

1.1. Potential flow theory 

Consider the oscillation of a microbubble in a liquid domain Ω between two rigid parabolic curves and 

subject to ultrasound. The domain Ω is restricted between the boundaries ∂Ω=Sb+Sw1+Sw2, where Sb, Sw1 and 

Sw2 denote respectively the bubble surface and the surfaces of the upper and lower rigid walls (see Fig. 1). 

The liquid surrounding the bubble is assumed to be inviscid and incompressible, and its flow to be 

irrotational. So, the flow is potential where the fluid velocity u defined as the gradient of the velocity 

potential φ, i.e., u=∇φ satisfing the Laplace’s equation ∇2φ=0 (thanks to the continuity equation). Using the 

Green’s second identity, the Laplace’s equation can be transformed into a boundary integral equations 

as[44-46]  
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where, c(p) denotes the solid angle at the field point p=(x, y, z), q=(x', y', z') denotes the source point and n is 

the outward unit normal to the boundaries. In addition, G(p, q) is the free space Green’s function defined as, 
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According to Fig. 1, the center of the initially spherical bubble is located at the origin of the Cartesian 

coordinates system o-xyz adopted in the present work. L is the vertical distance between the extremum points 

of the curved boundaries, d denotes the vertical distance between the bubble center and the horizontal line 

passing through the extremum point of the lower boundary Sw2 and h denotes the horizontal distance between 

the bubble center and the vertical line L. The curved surfaces are defined by Sw1,2={(x, y, z)∈ℝ3; z=Ax2} 

where A takes the values of -0.1 and 0.1 respectively for the lower and upper boundaries and characterizes 

the curvature of the surface. In addition, the x-axis is considered along the wave direction. The ultrasound is 

described as a plane harmonic acoustic wave as follows, 
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where, ph is the hydrostatic pressure, t is time. In addition, k, ω, pa, and ϕ denote the wave number, angular 



 

 

 

frequency, pressure amplitude, and phase shift of the acoustic wave, respectively. The sign “±” in Eq. (3) 

represents the wave direction from right of the bubble to left (here called leftward wave) or vice versa (here 

called rightward wave). 

 
Fig. 1 Schematic representation of the problem and the related nomenclature. 

 

The pressure inside the bubble pb is considered uniform. The fluid inside the bubble comprises 

non-condensable gas and condensable water vapor. It is assumed that the non-condensable gas satisfies the 

polytropic law. In addition, the vapor and gas are assumed dilute and hence their pressures obey the Dalton’s 

law for mixtures of ideal gases[47]. Therefore, the pressure inside the bubble pb is written as, 
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Here pc denotes the vapor pressure that is kept fixed at pc=0.023ph, where ph=101.3 kPa. In addition, p0 is the 

initial partial pressure of the non-condensable gas, V and V0 are the instantaneous and initial volume of the 

bubble, respectively and, λ denotes the ratio of specific heats taken equal to 1.25 in the present work[48] 

unless otherwise stated. The variables are normalized using the initial radius of the bubble R0 and Δp = ph - pc 

as follows, 
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where ρ is the density of the liquid, g is the gravity acceleration and ε denotes the strength parameter defined 

as the normalized initial pressure inside the bubble. In addition, δ* represents the buoyancy effects that is 

very small here and We is the Weber number. 

The normalized kinematic boundary conditions on the bubble surface and on the curved plate surface are 

written respectively as, 
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The dynamic boundary condition on the bubble surface is obtained via combining the Bernoulli equation and 

the pressure balance on the bubble surface, 
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where pa* is the dimensionless pressure amplitude, and *M is the dimensionless mean curvature 

( * 0M MR = ) that is obtained using the algorithm given in[49]. 

In line with the related literature, however, the standoff distances are normalized using the maximum 

equivalent bubble radius Rm as follows, 
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It is assumed that initially both the bubble and its surrounding liquid are stationary, and the bubble is in 

equilibrium with the constant far field pressure ph. This necessitates the following pressure balance, 
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= + for which the dimensionless form is obtained as follows, 
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It may be noted that at t=0 the bubble is spherical with radius R0. Therefore, 00
1 /M t

R
=

=  and consequently 

* 0 1.M M R = =  This would simplifies Eq. (11) to ε = 1 +2⁄We. 

 

1.2. Kinetic energy and potential energy of the bubble 

The total mechanical energy E of a bubble system in an incompressible flow is defined as the sum of 

the potential energy Ep and the kinetic energy Ek, 
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The total kinetic energy of the flow domain is the integral, 
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where, ρ is the constant density of the fluid, V is the volume, and u is the fluid flow velocity. We define the 

velocity as the gradient of a scalar potential = u , then 
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Using integration by parts and the divergence theorem and since φ satisfies the Laplace equation, Eq. (14) 

becomes,  
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where S denotes the surface of the volume V. The dimensionless form of Eq. (15) is given as follows, 
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The potential energy Ep refers to the work done to change the bubble’s volume from its initial size V0  to 

some volume V(t) plus the gravitational potential energy[40, 50], 
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The last term in Eq. (17) refers to the work done to move the bubble from its center position at z = 0 to z = zc 

against gravity. The dimensionless form of Eq. (17) becomes, 
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2. Numerical procedure 

Numerical procedure involves the discretization of the domain boundaries (including the bubble 

surface and the curved plate surface) into small elements and solution of the resulting algebraic equations. 

First, the initial spherical bubble shape is considered as an icosahedron that is a polyhedron with 20 

equal-sized equilateral triangles. In the second step, each triangle in the icosahedron shape is divided into 

four equal-size equilateral triangles so that the bubble surface is further discretized into smaller triangular 

elements Sk. The resultant new vertices are then projected onto the bubble surface. The process is repeated 

until the desired element size is achieved. The dimensions of the curved boundaries are taken equal to 20Rm 

for the far field boundary condition to be satisfied. 

Linear interpolation is done along each triangle for the position vector r, the velocity potential φ and its 

normal derivative ψ = ∂φ/∂n. Consequently, Eq. (1) reduces to a system of linear algebraic equations as 

follows, 
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where l

i and l

i denote respectively the velocity potential and its normal derivative at node i of triangle l; 

l

iA and l

iB are the influence coefficients that are obtained from the elementary integrations. In addition, N is 

the number of nodes and T is the number of triangles. The contributions associated with a node are 

accumulated from the various neighboring triangles, which have that node in common. This procedure is 

called ‘collection’ procedure. Consequently, Eq. (19) becomes, 
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where 𝐷𝑖 and 𝐸𝑖 are the altered forms of the influence coefficients l

iA and l

iB , respectively. It should be 

mentioned that the triangle contributions in (19) has now been changed to the node contributions in (20). The 

matrix form of the Eq. (20) is written as, 
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where 𝑫 and 𝑬 are 𝑁×𝑁 influence coefficient matrices. The diagonal elements of these matrices are 

calculated from analytical integration but their off-diagonal elements are obtained from numerical integration 

by 7-point Gaussian quadrature. 

The unknowns include the values of normal derivative of velocity potential 𝜓 on the bubble surface and 

the velocity potential 𝜑 on the curved rigid boundaries, while the known values are 𝜓 = 0 on the curved rigid 

boundaries and the values of 𝜑 on the bubble surface. Eq. (21) can be re-writing as, 
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where the subscripts b and w stand for bubble and wall, respectively. 

The linear Eq. system (22) is used to obtain the normal derivative of the velocity potential 𝜓 on the bubble 

surface while its tangential derivative is calculated from linear interpolation of the velocity potential φ along 

each element. The bubble surface and the velocity potential on it are updated at each time step by time 

integration of Eqs. (6) and (8) using a predictor-corrector scheme. In order to save the CPU time, a variable 

time-step 
*t  is selected, 
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where Δ𝜑 is a constant used to control the time step for a stable solution. Unless otherwise stated, 

Δ𝜑=0.007 is used in the simulations carried out in the present work. 

 

3. Validations 

In this section, the accuracy of the developed code is substantiated through considering two test cases: 

(section 3.1) a spherical microbubble excited by a standing acoustic wave and (section 3.2) oscillation of a 

microbubble due to a leftward moving acoustic wave in an infinite fluid domain. 

 

3.1. Comparison with the MRPE 

The first validation case is associated with the nonlinear oscillation of a spherical microbubble in an 

infinite fluid domain excited by a standing acoustic wave. Figure 2 shows comparison of the time history of 

the dimensionless equivalent bubble radius (R*=Req/R0, where 3 3 / 4eqR V = ) obtained from the present 3D 

BIM with that obtained from the solution of the MRPE using fourth order Runge-kutta method. Three 

different Δ𝜑 values (time steps) of 0.001, 0.002 and 0.003 with the fixed parameters R0=4.5 μm, pa*=0.8, 

f=300 kHz, M=3920, σ=0.073 N/m, λ=1.67, ρ=998 kg/m3, pc=0.023ph, ph=101.3 kPa, k=0, δ*=0 and 

ε=1+2/We are considered in this case. It is evident that, for all the three time steps considered, the variations 

of the equivalent bubble radius in the present 3D  BIM agree with that obtained from MRPE. However, 

smaller Δ𝜑 (time step) gives more accurate results as can be more clearly seen from the inset figure of Fig. 2. 

It is worth to notice that much smaller Δ𝜑 should be used when simulating the acoustic bubble as 

compared with the gas bubble[40]. The computations was carried out using a computer with 2.9 GHz 

processor and 128 GB RAM and the run time for the case in Fig. 2 was approximately 40 hours. In addition, 



 

 

 

the run time was about 72 hours for the rest of the acoustic bubble cases and about 24 hours for the gas 

bubble case studied in this paper. 

 

 

Fig. 2 Comparison of the bubble radius variations obtained from the MRPE with those obtained by the 3D BIM with 

Δ𝜑=0.001, 0.002 and 0.003. The parameters used are R0=4.5 μm, pa*=0.8, f=300 kHz, M=3920, σ=0.073 N/m, λ=1.67, 

ρ=998 kg/m3, pc=0.023ph, ph=101.3 kPa, k=0, δ*=0 and ε=1+2/We. 

 

 

3.2. Comparison with axisymmetric BIM 

In this section, the present 3D BIM results associated with a bubble subjected to leftward acoustic wave 

in an infinite fluid domain are compared with the axisymmetric BIM results reported in[51]. All the 

parameters are kept the same as in the case of Fig. 2 except that here pa*=0.8, k=2πf/C  (where C=1500 ms-1 

is the speed of sound in the liquid) and Δ𝜑=0.001. The results shown in Fig. 3 are associated with the 3D 

bubble shape at the last stage of contraction (t*≈5.54) for three different elements number of 2000, 3920 and 

6480 compared with the axisymmetric results (orange curves). It is observed that in all the three cases, the 

3D results are in reasonably good agreement with the axisymmetric ones, although as the number of 

elements on the bubble surface increases the bubble surface becomes smoother and more convergent. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3 Comparison of the present 3D bubble shape with the axisymmetric results (orange curves)[51] at the end of 

collapse phase (t*≈5.54) with various number of surface elements (a) M=2000, (b) M=3920, and (c) M=6480. The 

parameters are: pa*=1.6, Δ𝜑=0.001, k=2πf/C, C=1500 ms-1. The rest of the parameters are kept the same as the case 

shown in Fig. 2. 

 

4. Results and discussions 

 

The dynamical behavior of an acoustic bubble between two curved rigid plates (see Fig. 1) is 

investigated. For a fixed standoff distance d*, the effects of the dimensionless horizontal distance h*, the 

pressure amplitude pa* and the wave direction are examined. The results are presented in terms of the bubble 

radius lifetime, jet velocity, Kelvin impulse, bubble energy, and bubble centroid migration. Moreover, the 

pressure contours and velocity field are presented at the final stage of the singly connected phase. 

Throughout this investigation the following parameters are kept fixed: L*=3, d*=2, pa*=1.6 and the rest of the 

parameters are the same as those considered in section 3.2 unless otherwise stated. 

 

 



 

 

 

4.1. Wave along negative x-axis (leftward wave) 

 

Figure 4 depicts the bubble shapes at the end of the collapse phase for three different horizontal 

distances h*=2, 3, and 4. It can be seen that as h* increases, the bubble size decreases while the width of the 

jet base (dashed line in Fig. 4) increases and the jet direction rotates about 25o anticlockwise. Furthermore, 

the bubble lifetime decreases with h*. 

 

Base line

 
Fig. 4 Acoustic bubble shape at the jet impact instance for different values of h* for the case with wave propagating 

leftward. The parameters are L*=3, d*=2, λ=1.25, δ*=0, R0=4.5 μm, pa*=1.6, f=300 kHz,  M=2000, σ=0.073 N/m, 

ρ=998 kg/m3, k=2πf/C, C=1500 ms-1, ε=1+2/We,  pc=0.023ph and ph=101.3 kPa.    

 

Figure 5 shows variations with time of the dimensionless equivalent bubble radius (R*=Req/R0, 

where 3 3 / 4eqR V = ) (Fig. 5a) and the jet velocity (Fig. 5b) of the acoustic bubble for different values of h*. 

The wave is applied along the negative x-axis. In all the cases, the growth phase during which the bubble 

expands towards its maximum size takes more than two-thirds of the bubble lifetime (Fig. 5a). In addition, at 

the end of the collapse phase the jet develops in a short period of time (Fig. 5b). Furthermore, the minimum 

bubble radius decreases (Fig. 5a), and the jet velocity increases (Fig. 5b) with h*. 

 

 
Fig. 5 Variations with time of the acoustic bubble’s equivalent radius (a) and jet velocity (b) for the three cases 

considered in Fig. 4. 

 

Figure 6 illustrates the variations with time of the Kelvin impulse magnitude (Fig. 6a), the total bubble 

energy (Fig. 6b), the bubble centroid motion along the x-direction (Fig. 6c), and the bubble centroid motion 

along the z-direction (Fig. 6d) for the cases considered in Fig 4. According to Fig. 6a, the Kelvin impulse 

magnitude decreases by increasing the distance h*. In contrast, the bubble energy increases with h* as shown 

in Fig. 6b. Figure 6c shows that the bubble’s centroid first moves in the positive and then in the negative 

direction of the x-axis. In addition, Fig. 6d shows that the bubble’s centroid first moves in the negative and 

then in the positive direction of the z-axis and that the displacement of the bubble centroid along both the 

positive and negative z-directions are more appreciated as h* decreases. When h* increases from 2 to 4, the 

total energy increases about 8%, while the Kelvin impulse decreases about 46%. The Kelvin impulse is 

defined as the surface integral of the potential φ on the bubble surface Sb
[52], 
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and the bubble centroid movement is calculated by, 
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where, ri* denotes the centroid position vector of the ith tetrahedron, Vi is the volume of the ith tetrahedron 

and Σ is the summation over all the tetrahedrons. 

 
Fig. 6 Variations with time of the Kelvin impulse (a), energy (b), centroid motion in the x-direction (c) and centroid 

motion in the z-direction (d) for the cases considered in Fig. 4. 

 

4.2. Wave along positive x-axis (rightward wave) 

 

Figure 7 depicts the bubble shapes at the end of collapse phase of the acoustic microbubble for three 

different values of h*=2, 3 and 4. In this case, the wave is applied along the positive x-axis (rightward wave) 

and all the other parameters are kept the same as those in Fig. 4. The minimum bubble size decreases but the 

jet’s base width and thickness increase with h*. In addition, the jet rotates about 25o anticlockwise.  

Comparing Figs. 4 and 7 demonstrates that for all the three values of h* there is a difference of 25o in the jet 

direction between the corresponding cases in the two wave directions. 

 

 
Fig. 7 Acoustic bubble shapes at the jet impact instance for different values of h* for the case with wave propagating 

rightward. The other parameters are the same as those in Fig. 4. 

 

Figure 8 illustrates the time history of the equivalent bubble radius R* and the jet velocity vj* for the cases 

considered in Fig. 7. It is evident that at the final stage of the collapse phase the equivalent bubble radius 

decreases, while its maximum radius and jet velocity increase with h*. 

 

 
Fig. 8 Variations with time of the acoustic bubble’s equivalent radius (a) and the jet velocity (b) for the cases considered 

in Fig. 7. 



 

 

 

 

Figure 9 depicts the variations with time of Kelvin impulse magnitude (Fig. 9a), the bubble energy (Fig. 9b), 

the bubble centroid motion in the x-direction (Fig. 9c), and the bubble centroid motion in the z-direction (Fig. 

9d) for the acoustic bubble at different distances h*. As it can be observed, the Kelvin impulse magnitude 

decreases by increasing the distance h*, whereas the bubble energy increases with h*. Figure 9c reveals that 

the bubble’s centroid first moves in the positive and then in the negative direction of x-axis. In addition, Fig. 

9d demonstrates that the bubble’s centroid first moves in the negative and then in the positive direction of the 

z-axis. Finally, the displacement of the bubble centroid in both the positive and negative z-directions are 

more appreciated at smaller h*. 

 

4.3. Pressure and velocity fields 

In this section, the pressure and velocity fields of the fluid surrounding the bubble are evaluated along 

the symmetry plane y=0. Figures 10a and 10b show respectively the non-dimensional pressure contours and 

the velocity field at the final stage of the collapse phase, for all cases discussed in sections 5.1 and 5.2. A 

high-pressure region is generated nearby the jet bases in all the cases but with a different extent. For both the 

wave directions, the peak pressure increases with h* due to the fact that the bubble size at the end of collapse 

phase decreases with h*. This increment in the peak pressure is about 7 times and about 4 times for the 

positive and negative wave directions. However, the peak pressure is higher for the cases with positive wave 

direction as compared to their corresponding cases with negative wave direction. As shown in Fig. 10 the 

fluid is forced into the bubble with a high-speed jet, where the magnitude of the fluid velocity near and 

inside the jet region is higher than the other parts of the fluid domain. Furthermore, the maximum velocity 

for a rightward wave case is higher than the corresponding leftward wave case. 

 

 
Fig. 9 Variations with time of the Kelvin impulse (a), energy (b), centroid motion in the x-direction (c) and centroid 

motion in the z-direction (d) for the cases considered in Fig. 7. 

 

 

4.4. Effects of ultrasound amplitude 

To consider the effects of the ultrasound amplitude on the bubble dynamics, we repeat the case of h*=3 

with rightward wave for various pressure amplitudes pa*=1.4, 1.5, 1.6, 1.7 and 1.8. The rest of the parameters 

are kept fixed. Table 1 provides the maximum jet velocity vjmax*, the maximum bubble radius Rm*, the bubble 

radius at final stage of the collapse phase Rc*, the bubble lifetime Tc*, the magnitude of Kelvin impulse I* at 

Tc*, the bubble’s centroid motion along the x and z directions at Tc*, the bubble energy E* at Tc* and the 

maximum pressure near the bubble  pmax* at Tc*. As anticipated vjmax*, Rm*, Rc*, Tc*, I*, |cx*|, cz* and E* 

increase, while pmax* decreases with pa*. When pa* is changed from 1.4 to 1.8, Rm* and Rc* increase about 21% 



 

 

 

and 82%, respectively. Furthermore, |cx*|, and cz* experience about 28% and 57% increase, respectively. Also, 

E* increases about 121% while pmax* decreases 60%. 

 

 
Fig. 10 Pressure contours and velocity field for the rightward wave: (a1) h* = 2, (a2) h* = 3, (a3) h* = 4 and for the 

leftward wave: (b1) h* = 2, (b2) h* = 3, (b3) h* = 4. 

 

 

 

Table 1 Maximum bubble radius Rm*, bubble radius at final stage of the collapse phase Rc*, bubble lifetime Tc*, 

maximum jet velocity vjmax*, Kelvin impulse I*, bubble centroid movement along the x and z directions, bubble energy, 

maximum pressure near the bubble at the end of collapse phase for the case with rightward wave and h* = 3. 

pa* vjmax* Rm* Rc* Tc* I* cx* cz* E* pmax* 

1.4 30.74 2.17 0.3176 5.648 2.173 -0.1413 0.1177 91 257 

1.5 31.56 2.29 0.3835 5.761 2.876 -0.1502 0.1323 114 226 

1.6 33.24 2.41 0.4501 5.881 3.758 -0.1603 0.1499 142 206 

1.7 34.18 2.52 0.5127 5.976 4.695 -0.1707 0.1663 170 175 

1.8 34.71 2.63 0.5781 6.074 5.851 -0.1814 0.1846 202 160 

 

 

In addition, the pressure contours along with the velocity field at the final stage of the collapse phase of the 

acoustic bubble with rightward wave, h*=3 and four different values of pa* is depicted in Fig. 11. According 

to this figure, the jet direction does not change significantly with pa* and the overall shape of the bubble and 

the high-pressure region seem almost the same for the four cases. However, the maximum pressure decreases 

with increasing the amplitude pressure pa* and the bubble size increases accordingly. 

 



 

 

 

 
Fig. 11 Pressure contours and velocity field for the acoustic bubble with rightward wave and h*=3 for different values of 

pa*; (a) pa*=1.4, (b) pa*=1.5,, (c) pa*=1.7,and (d) pa*=1.8,. The rest of the parameters are kept fixed as in Fig. 7. 

 

4.5. Comparison of the gas and acoustic microbubbles 

In this section the dynamics of gas and acoustic microbubbles between two rigid curved plates with 

d*=2, L*=3 and h*=2 are compared. For consistency between the gas bubble and the acoustic bubble 

dynamics, in all the variables given in Eq. (5), R0 is replaced by the maximum radius of the bubble Rm. The 

parameters considered here are all the same as those in the previous cases except that for the gas bubble the 

initial pressure is ε=16 and the pressure amplitude is pa*=0, while for the acoustic bubble ε=1+2/We and 

pa*=2.3. This ensures that for both the gas and acoustic bubbles Rm*=1 although the time it takes for the 

bubble to attain its maximum size is different for the two cases. Figure 12 shows the bubble shape at the jet 

formation moment and at the last stage of the collapse phase for the gas bubble (Fig. 12a) and the acoustic 

bubble (Fig. 12b). It can be observed the jet direction in acoustic bubble rotates about 10o anticlockwise as 

compared to the jet direction in the gas bubble. 

 

 

 
Fig. 12 (a1) Gas bubble shape at the onset of jet formation (t*=2.331), (a2) Gas bubble shape at the jet impact instance 

(t*=2.411), (b1) Acoustic bubble shape at the onset of jet formation (t*=2.048) and (b2) Acoustic bubble shape at the jet 

impact instance (t*=2.058) for d*=2 and h*=2 . In the acoustic bubble the wave direction is leftward. The other 

parameters are k*=0.1, L*=3, ε=16 for the gas bubble and ε=1+2/We for the acoustic bubble, λ=1.25, δ*=0, R0=4.5μm, 

pa*=2.3, f=300 kHz, M=2000, σ=0.073 N/m, ρ=998 kg/m3, pc=0.023ph and ph=101.3 kPa. 

 



 

 

 

Figure 13 shows the time history of the bubble radius and the jet velocity (Fig. 13a), and the centroid 

movement along the x and z axes (Fig. 13b) for the cases considered in Fig. 12. In the case of gas bubble the 

time period of the growth and collapse phases are almost equal (Fig. 13a, dash-dotted blue line), while for 

the acoustic bubble the growth phase takes about two-thirds of the total time period (Fig. 13a, solid blue line). 

Therefore, the acoustic bubble collapses more violently than the gas bubble so that at the end of the collapse 

phase its jet velocity is about three times larger than that of the gas bubble (Fig 13a, orange lines). This is 

consistent with the observation of other researchers[40, 41]. According to Fig. 13b, the centroid movement 

along the x and z axes for both the gas and acoustic bubbles are about the same during most part of the 

expansion phase. The maximum centroid movements toward x-positive and z-negative, occurring before the 

end of growth phase, in the acoustic bubble are about %63 and %72 more than in the gas bubble. On the 

other hand, the maximum bubble centroid movement toward x-negative in both the gas and acoustic bubbles 

are almost the same, which occur at the end of the collapse phase (Fig 13b, blue lines). Further, the centroid 

movement toward x-negative is about six times more than toward x-positive. Finally, at the end of the 

collapse phase, the centroid movement of the gas bubble along z-positive is about %71 more than in the 

acoustic bubble. 

 
Fig. 13 Variations with time of the acoustic and gas bubble’s (a) equivalent radius and jet velocity (b) centroid motion 

in the x-direction and centroid motion in the z-direction for the cases in Fig 12. 

 

Figure 14 shows the non-dimensional pressure contours and the velocity field at the onset of jet 

formation and at the final stage of the collapse phase, for the gas (Fig. 14a) and acoustic (Fig. 14b) bubbles 

considered in Fig. 12. The pressure distribution near the jet base at the time of jet initiation has the same 

pattern in the gas and acoustic bubbles, although the maximum pressure in the acoustic bubble is about 7 

times greater than the gas bubble. In addition, at the final stage of the collapse phase, the high-pressure 

region in the gas bubble is wider than in the acoustic bubble, but the maximum pressure in the acoustic 

bubble is about 11 times greater than that in the gas bubble. 

 

 
Fig. 14 Pressure contours and velocity field for (a1) Gas bubble at the onset of jet formation(t*=2.331), (a2) Gas bubble 

at the jet impact instance (t*=2.411), (b1) Acoustic bubble at the onset of jet formation (t*=2.048) and (b2) Acoustic 

bubble at the jet impact instance (t*=2.058) with rightward wave (i.e., wave along negative x-axis). The parameters are 



 

 

 

the same as in Fig 12. 

 

4.6. Effect of wall curvature 

To understand the effects of wall curvature, we compare here the results of a case with curved plates 

with a case with flat plates. All the parameters and the wave direction are kept the same as in section 4.1 

except that here d*=2.5, L*=4 and h*=2. 

Figure 15 shows the pressure contours and the velocity vectors along the plane y=0 at the final stage of the 

collapse phase for a bubble subject to the leftward acoustic wave between two curved plates (Fig. 15a) and 

two flat plates (Fig. 15b). Apparently, high-pressure regions with different sizes and peak pressures (both 

being greater for the case with curved plates) form on the bases of the liquid jets. In addition, the bubble’s 

liquid jet as well as the velocity directions rotate about 32o clockwise when the curved plates change to the 

flat ones as a result of stronger Bjerknes force[41]. This is attributed to the fact that the top wall is closer to the 

bubble in the case with the flat plates, which also results in (relatively) longer lifetime of the bubble. 

  

 

 

 

 
Fig. 15 Pressure contours and velocity field at the jet impact instance for the acoustic bubble subject to leftward wave 

between (a) curved plates (t*=5.85) and (b) flat plates (t*=5.99). All the parameters were kept the same as in section 4.1 

except that here d*=2.5, L*=4 and h*=2. 

 

Table 2 depicts the maximum jet velocity vjmax*, the maximum bubble radius Rm*, the bubble radius at 

final stage of the collapse phase Rc*, the bubble lifetime Tc*, the bubble’s centroid motion along the x and z 

directions at Tc*, the magnitude of Kelvin impulse I* at Tc*, the bubble energy E* at Tc* and the maximum 

pressure near the bubble pmax* at Tc*. It can be notice that vjmax*, Rm*, I*, E* and pmax* in the case with curved 

plates are respectively about %11, %5, 1%, 12% and %13 greater than the case with flat plates. 

 

 

Table 2 Comparison of the acoustic bubble dynamics oscillating between two flat plates and two curved plates with 

leftward wave. All the parameters were kept the same as in section 4.1 except that here d*=2.5, L*=4 and h*=2. 

Plates vjmax* Rm* Rc* Tc* I* cx* cz* E* pmax* 

Flat 29.53 2.32 0.49 5.99 - 0.04 0.243 3.22 130 225 

Curved 32.83 2.43 0.41 5.85 -0.13 0.153 3.25 145 255 

 

5. Summary and Conclusions 

Three-dimensional microbubble oscillation between two curved rigid plates subject to a planar acoustic 

wave is investigated using BIM. The model is validated with nonlinear spherical oscillation for several 

oscillation cycles and with the axisymmetric model for an acoustic microbubble at infinite fluid domain. The 

results are summarized as follows: 

• The numerical model developed in this study can reproduce several spherical oscillation cycles of a 

microbubble subject to the standing acoustic wave. The instability problem arises particularly when the 

bubble is at minimum volume. Therefore, smaller time steps Δφ should be used to achieve more accurate 

result at minimum volume. 



 

 

 

• For the leftward acoustic wave, the jet direction, shape and size are almost the same as their counterpart 

in gas bubble for the same d* and h*. However, for the rightward acoustic wave, they are totally different. 

• When h* is increased from 2 to 4, for both the wave directions, the maximum bubble radius and jet 

velocity just before jet impact increase. However, the bubble’s equivalent radius, the magnitude of 

Kelvin impulse and its centroid movement along the x and z directions at the instant of jet impact 

decrease with h*. 

• In the acoustic bubble, the jet velocity and high-pressure region near the base of the bubble jet are much 

higher, while the bubble lifetime and minimum bubble size are smaller than their counterparts in the gas 

bubble case. 

• The high-pressure region and the peak pressure are greater, but the bubble’s lifetime is shorter for the case 

with curved plates than the case with flat plates. In addition, the directions of the liquid jet and velocity 

vectors are different for the two cases. 
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